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Abstract
This thesis presents the formulation and validation of tracking algorithms for
vehicular motion for use in active collision prevention in V2V communications.
The main objective is to estimate position and velocity of a vehicle based on up-
date from vehicular wireless network. By using vehicular wireless network, the
range of position estimation improves when compare to conventional radars and
sensors. On the other hand, from a vehicular wireless network point of view regu-
lar measurement information update is more difficult to obtain because of packet
losses due to interference between communicating vehicles. Our proposed algo-
rithms are based on methods from position tracking termed alpha-beta trackers
in aerospace applications with constant rate of information updates, with some
modifications to better solve the problem. We present the main algorithms and
provide numerical evidence of their accuracy based on simulation data. The mod-
ified filters are shown to be computationally efficient (lightweight) and provide
sufficient accuracy for estimation of vehicle positions based on information up-
date in a wireless V2V system.
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The need for active collision detection and prevention mechanisms is ever in-
creasing because of the congestion on major highways and the need to maintain
smooth traffic flow. With the increasing use and availability of wireless systems in
automobiles the use of the wireless capability to develop active collision preven-
tion systems through V2V communications has become a reality. The advantage
is that this will allow for the decentralization of resources and remove the need
to provide centralized communications and control infrastructure that would be
extremely costly and difficult to deploy across the vast highway system.
As the number of cars increase, traffic collisions become a major issue to per-
sonal wellbeing and maintaining the efficiency and smooth flow along a highway.
It is widely known that driver behavior such as the inability to respond to sudden
changing conditions or failing to watch for danger are some of the main causes of
accidents. Although there are certain unavoidable accidents, if drivers can receive
warnings in advance then at least the major damage and disruption due to chain
crashes can be avoided. There are many papers discussing this topic. [5, 13] For
instance, in [17] there is a proposal on how crashing might be avoided if the car
driving ahead can send emergency break notice through a Vehicular Ad Hoc Net-
works (VANET) to the cars following it, or sending a red light notice to drivers
when a car is approaching intersection. The purpose of this research was to in-
vestigate on how inter-vehicle communications could be used to provide a given
vehicle a picture of the positions of other vehicles in their neighborhood as well as
information on their speeds. The objective was to develop an algorithm to achieve
such a goal given that the vehicles would communicate over the VANET which
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is prone to packet losses and collisions due to the communication over a wireless
medium.
In addition to the safety concern, motion estimation is also important for other
applications. In [13] it is said that almost all unicast routing protocols require in-
formation regarding the position of vehicles. For instance, when one needs to use
the VANET to forward packets using geologically based routing techniques, it is
not realistic to know the position of all the vehicles that will act as intermediate
forwarding node beforehand. However, positions in near future given by motion
estimation may be valuable data for such technology when it needs to make deci-
sion.
Of all the traffic accidents caused by human error, there are a large number
attributed to existence of blind spot area, the area where a driver cannot see from
mirrors and need to directly turn one’s head to look at. For various reasons a driver
might fail to find cars in the blind spot when one performs a lane change. These
reasons may range from where fault lies entirely at the driver, such as assuming
no vehicle, to more inevitable reasons, such as lack of visibility, etc. By utilizing
the VANET, we could perform motion estimation of another vehicle and eliminate
this problem.
The techniques of motion estimation and position tracking have been well de-
veloped in the context of aerospace applications such as navigation and air traffic
control. Here it is assumed that position data obtained from GPS and inertial nav-
igation systems is relayed at regular intervals upon which the necessary position
estimates are computed. The only real issue is that of error mitigation due to
observation noise. Collisions are avoided by either maintaining prescribed flight
paths or by proximity warning radar systems. These are mostly warning-type sys-
tems. The tracking systems are used by air traffic controllers to ensure that planes
are maintaining their flight paths. In normal conditions warnings are conveyed
by air traffic controllers to the pilots via dedicated communication channels. The
position estimation algorithm is based on the dynamics of motion and the tech-
nique for noise reduction includes the Kalman filter and other filters such as α−β
trackers. For instance [9] gives an example of tracking the state of an airplane by
Kalman filter used in an automated landing system. In general, Kalman filters
are used for applications that require information on the precision of estimate and
have better computational power and resources such as the Apollo program. On
the other hand, α−β trackers are used for cheaper applications that do not have
much computational power, including mobile radars that can only update the po-
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sition of aircrafts. In this work we show how the above tracking algorithm from
the aerospace applications can be modified to be used to estimate vehicle position
and velocity.
In V2V systems a centralized system will be too expensive to implement and
therefore impractical. The rapid change of node locations and connections estab-
lished and lost within the network should be considered as well. In addition the
probability of collision is much higher due to driver behavior as well as traffic
conditions. We also need to have more accurate estimates of position because the
distance scales are much smaller and the reaction time is much shorter. However,
the motion of vehicles is still governed by the same laws of motion but now we not
only need to determine location but also speed and acceleration because drivers
rarely maintain steady speeds. Moreover because of the use of a wireless V2V
network, packet collisions mean that packets are delayed and/or lost which means
the algorithm must be robust enough to account for missing or unavailable infor-
mation to perform updates. In the following section, we shall explain why we put
emphasis on the packet collision nature of V2V network.
1.1 V2V Communication And Its Issues
Vehicular wireless communication is an emerging research area enabled by the
improvement of performance and reduced cost of wireless devices. Most of the
researches in this area are now focused on the so called Vehicular Ad Hoc Net-
works (VANET). It is mainly designed for the improvement of traffic safety by
extending the already existing sensors and radars, but now encompasses possibil-
ity to build a wider range of applications on it. It has similar properties with other
wireless networks, but it also has its own specific problems.
As stated in [8], the VANET enables exchange of data among nearby vehicles
in order to enhance road safety. Prior to the VANET, there were many projects
that allowed a vehicle to detect surrounding environment by sensors and radars,
but these data were restricted to the vehicle itself. This means critical safety in-
formation is only available to the vehicles that have a ”line-of-sight” to the source
of such information. Due to this limitation of information availability we can say
that such sensors and radars are only extensions to the driver’s sight and hearing,
and cannot prevent accidents that may occur due to obstacles in the ”line-of-sight”
of the sensors and radars. One good example can be found in [2] where three ve-
hicles are driving in a single lane. The example shows that without the VANET,
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if the vehicle driving in the front applies an emergency breaking, the last vehicle
driving might not detect it early enough if it only monitors the vehicle in the mid-
dle, and hence crashes onto the vehicle in the middle. On the other hand, when the
vehicle in the front and in the end both have the VANET then the vehicle in the
front may send warning so the vehicle in the end may apply breaking early enough
to avoid crashing. Although this accident example may be attributed to inappro-
priate driving because the vehicles only have a space of 32 meters, a distance that
only takes one second for the vehicles cover, whereas the standard distance is to
keep two seconds worth distance between the vehicle in front, a system that tries
to improve vehicular safety should take such frequent violation into consideration
in order to be successful.
Besides the vehicle safety, researchers are now looking to incorporating a
wider range of applications in the VANET. For example, in the FleetNet Project,
a project partially supported by the Government of Germany and ended in 2003,
suggests three main areas of applications. These are cooperative driver assistance,
decentralized floating car data, and user communications and information ser-
vices. Of these three areas, cooperative driver assistance is more concentrated on
achieving safe driving by providing emergency notification and other advanced
warnings to assist the driver. In contrast with cooperative driver assistance, de-
centralized floating car data allows a better driving experience by passing the data
collected to the vehicles in the surrounding so that vehicles may find road conges-
tion levels and dangerous situations such as bad weather without direct observa-
tion. This type of features do not necessarily prevent the traffic accidents directly,
but they provide a way to find routes that are less dangerous and stressful that
may keep the drivers more alert on the road. The third type of applications, user
communications and information services, is more concentrated on convenience
and fun. For instance, the user communications include applications that allow
conversation among passengers with nearby vehicles and other network applica-
tions for fun. The information services enabled by the FleetNet Project include
access to the internet and advertising from road side units such as gas price of
the gas station at next service station or next exit on the highway. Other projects
suggest that the vehicle status may be monitored via the VANET and towing and
repair services may be contacted in advance if there is something wrong with the
vehicle.
Development of the VANET involves roughly three types of groups, the gov-
ernments, the corporations, and the academics. The governments are involved
because of the legislation issues such as bandwidth allocation, reduction of con-
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gestion and gas emission, and road safety. The corporations working on the de-
velopment of the VANET include both the car manufacturers and wireless device
manufacturers. The academic groups work on the principal theoretic to solve is-
sues from how to efficiently utilize the allocated bandwidth to the architectures of
safety applications to the routing of safety information along the flow of traffic.
There are still many issues for the VANET yet to be solved. The resource allo-
cation and management are not yet finalized though the remaining candidates are
reduced to DSRC and UTRA TDD. Since the VANET uses no base station, the
limited resources need to be managed efficiently in a distributed fashion in order
to achieve robust and reliable communication even at high vehicle speed and high
node concentration. Routing of packets is also a problem because the forwarding
path changes very frequently due to vehicles moving in and out of communica-
tion range or vehicles making turning and obsolete the forwarding path. Another
issue involving the VANET is the security of communication. Since some appli-
cations may need to uniquely identify the vehicles identity theft will be a problem.
Similarly violated use of priority packets and illusion attacks may cause serious
accidents on the road. There are some authentication mechanisms proposed such
as IEEE 1609.2 or [16]. However, the VANET is still more vulnerable to attacks
since it requires communication with random vehicles and road side units open to
modification by malicious hands.
Since the VANET can be described as a variation of mobile ad hoc networks
(MANETs), it shares some properties and problems with MANETs, but also has
its own unique problems that may be already solved in other types of wireless net-
work due to the fast motion of its nodes. One such problem that may have serious
impact to the vehicular safety application such as our vehicle position estimation
by causing packet collision is the hidden node problem. The hidden node problem
is a well-known issue to researchers in the area of wireless medium access control.
The problem occurs when there are two nodes located close enough to another
node or access point to communicate with it, but the two nodes themselves are
not in communication range of each other so they cannot communicate directly.
Here the two nodes are referred to be hidden from each other. In other type of
wireless networks, there are several techniques proposed to solve this problem.
There are many solutions studied other than the famous IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS
and Wi-MAX time division. A list of such solutions may be found in [12], namely
adjustment of the transmission range, direction of the antennas, improvement of
transmission path between the hidden nodes, moving of the nodes, etc. All of
the solutions are not ideal to solve the hidden node problem in the VANET. Since
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the nodes in the VANET are vehicles running with possibly a very high speed
compared to other wireless networks, the topology of the nodes also change very
fast. The IEEE 802.11 RTS/CTS method requires synchronicity among the nodes,
which will be hard to maintain given the nodes always move in and out of com-
munication range. Similarly, the Wi-MAX time division method requires a central
unit to assign the time slots, which may not exist in the current VANET infrastruc-
ture. Adjustment of transmission power method aims to reveal hidden nodes by
increasing transmission range so that the nodes who could not hear each other can
directly communicate, but this solution does not work very well for the VANET
because many vehicles may be driving one after another and the power required to
cover all vehicles becomes too large. The method involves direction of antennas
tries to expose the nearby hidden terminals using Omni-directional antennas but
the VANET already uses Omni-directional antennas since the safety information
it is transmitting is usually useful for all vehicles in the surrounding. Furthermore
if any vehicle wants to point its antenna to a specific object the vehicle needs to
estimate the position of the object it is pointing because the relative direction and
distance are likely to change while the transmitting vehicle is driving along the
road. Improvement of transmission path attempts to discover the hidden nodes by
removing obstacles to achieve a shorter and better transmission path. This method
again does not work for the VANET because the vehicles themselves hardly have
any means to change their surroundings. If there are some separators between
the lanes that block the signals between them, there is nothing a vehicle can do
to remove them. If a road side unit is placed on such separator then it creates a
hidden node problem. Methods that attempt to solve the hidden node problem by
moving nodes also attempts to make all nodes hear each other by placing them
close enough. Needless to say that in the VANET all nodes are moving according
to some other rules that cannot guarantee all participating nodes can hear each
other. A simple example would be where the vehicle can also communicate with
vehicles driving in the opposing direction. Parts of the nodes are guaranteed to
move to edge of communication range and may not be reachable to some other
nodes. However, this area is still under research and in the future there may be
protocols and methods that can actually solve the hidden node problem for the
VANET.
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1.2 Vehicle Position Estimation Techniques
There have been studies committed to estimate position of vehicles via update
from the VANET. There are GPS, map matching, dead reckoning, cellular local-
ization, image/video processing, localization service, ad hoc localization, just to
name techniques that maybe used alone or in combination. Some of the techniques
are proposed independently and could be older than the VANET itself, whereas
others are more closely related to the characteristics of the VANET.
GPS based techniques utilize the satellite signals provided by the Global Po-
sitioning System and the advantage is that these signals can be received almost
anywhere on the Earth. In other words, there is no need to build additional in-
frastructure to use this type of techniques except for certain areas where there are
only poor satellite signal reception. Map matching based techniques usually in-
volves at least another type of technique to give a rough idea of the position of
the vehicle. The advantage of map matching is that as long as the geographic
information database is well maintained this technique can significantly limit the
probability distribution of the vehicle over space. Since there are now open source
projects such as OpenStreetMap providing geographical information updated ev-
ery day online all devices that can access the Internet will be able to download
such information and apply map matching based on it. Dead reckoning based
techniques requires no external infrastructure and gathers all data by the vehicle
itself. The preciseness of estimate will depend on the type and measurement er-
ror of the sensors, so there is option to trade off cost with estimation precision
for every vehicle. Although this type of techniques are not able to estimate the
position of any other vehicles, the vehicle may broadcast the parameters it uses to
make estimate over the VANET so that other vehicles may use them to predict the
position of the transmitter. Cellular localization techniques are also the techniques
used in mobile phone tracking. Similar to the GPS, this type of techniques also
do not need additional infrastructures and is expected to work in the areas where
the satellite signals might be over-degraded but cellular signals remain relatively
strong. Image/video processing techniques are generally used to estimate the po-
sition of a vehicle by third party. These techniques require setting up the cameras
along the road, but when used correctly they can provide much more precise and
detailed estimate of the position of the vehicle. Localization service refers to tech-
niques using local infrastructures, either alone or combined, to provide position
of a vehicle. These infrastructures could be tuned according to the characteristic
of the environment in order to make estimation of the vehicle position and replace
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other type of techniques such as GPS in environments where there is poor satellite
reception. Ad hoc localization techniques estimate position of other vehicles by
measuring relative distances and sharing it via the VANET. One example using
the radio signal strength of the VANET to measure inter-vehicle distance can be
found in [14]. These relative positions might be converted to global position by
matching any one of the vehicle with its GPS readings. More detailed discussion
regarding these techniques can be found in [3].
These techniques are typically used in combination. Techniques to find own
position by combining GPS with dead reckoning and map matching has been
proposed in [11]. Here the vehicle tries to find its own position by processing
GPS data with map database and adds data from on-board sensors to it. In [17]
there is a vehicle tracking system by using GPS information and status of the
vehicle, such as yaw rate, steering, and brake, in other words, dead reckoning
data, to make estimation of vehicle position. However, this technique would fail
in case an update packet is lost, because the author was trying to reduce amount
of wireless transmission as much as possible and only transmits complete updates
when the estimator within the transmitting vehicle has detected a large enough
error.
In order to make position estimation possible in environment where packet
might be lost, we need some form of filter that could be easily set up and can
switch between mode that has error correction and mode that does not have error
correction quickly. Also, we need to make the filter a computationally inexpensive
one so to guarantee that in case there are many vehicles within reception range the
filter will not occupy too much of the limited resources in the vehicle on-board
unit.
1.3 Organization Of Thesis
In Chapter 2, we provide a simple model we used to formulate a basic problem
in order to find appropriate algorithm to make vehicle position estimate based
on lossy wireless update, and overviews of Kalman filter and α − β trackers as
they occur in aerospace applications. In Chapter 3, the actual filter mechanism is
explained and some experimental results are discussed. In Chapter 4 we introduce
the tools and methods to generate more realistic data and the evaluation result
of our algorithms against these data. We conclude with some observations and
discussion of our future work in developing robust estimation algorithms.
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Chapter 2
Problem Formulation And Trackers
In the following section, we shall introduce a prototype problem we have formu-
lated to find our algorithm. In this problem we shall consider problems related
to the motion of vehicle and the nature of the vehicular wireless communication.
The details of the algorithms we used to solve this problem is in Chapter 3, and in
Chapter 4 we explain how we tested our algorithms against more realistic settings.
2.1 Basic Problem Formulation
We begin by first presenting a simplified scenario in order to develop an appro-
priate vehicle position and velocity estimation algorithm. We perform estimation
of position, velocity, and acceleration of a single vehicle running on a single lane
road simulated. The vehicle will broadcast its velocity and position (with some
measurement error) periodically to the estimator. This information update packet
is assumed to be very small and the transmission time is negligible. Similarly, the
propagation delay is also considered very small compared to the time between two
estimations, due to the fact that transmission is made in a relatively small range
and only single hop communication, and thus transmission delay due to speed of
light effects is ignored. The motion and acceleration of a vehicle is assumed to
follow a model unknown to the estimator. Our goal is to make regular estimates
of vehicle information both when there is an information update and no update.
This is because we cannot assume that a vehicle remains at the old location when
there is no update or information could have been sent but the information has
9
been lost. We must be able to predict where the vehicle is likely to be periodically
at sufficiently short intervals of time in order to be able to react to any changes in
the location of the other vehicles due to a maneuver or due to acceleration, lane
changes, etc.


















where m is the mass of the vehicle, d(t) is the position, v(t) is the velocity, a(t) is
the acceleration, and F(t) is force applied to the vehicle at time t. In order to make
estimation of vehicle position and speed even for vehicles that can only remain in
the communication range of the VANET for a short period, we should not assume
that the change of acceleration has a normal distribution. Although when we look
at the acceleration of a vehicle in long period it should sum up to zero since it has
to start moving and stop moving at some point, it is not true when we are focusing
on only the part of the motion when the vehicle joins the communication range
of the VANET. It is not possible to model the acceleration using auto-regressive
(AR) models since the acceleration depends on the force, which is the result of the
driver’s action based on one’s knowledge about the road condition at time t, and
does not depend on previous condition. For instance, when the driver is driving on
the road one might be accelerating to reach desired speed, but at the next moment
one might be decelerating to avoid danger such as people or other objects that
dash out from corner. Also, the behaviors of drivers differ from one another, and
one might prefer to change acceleration slowly where another prefer to change
rapidly. We may consider that the cruising motion with constant speed as 2D,
i.e. [d(t), ḋ(t)], motion with constant acceleration as 3D, i.e. [d(t), ḋ(t), d̈(t)], and
motion with constant first moment of acceleration as 4D. The 3D case corresponds
to the drivers who will change acceleration rapidly in the bottom part of Figure
2.1b, and the 4D case corresponds to the drivers who will change acceleration in
a relatively constant pace in the top part of Figure 2.1b. In other words, we are
trying to make estimation of vehicle position without knowledge regarding how
the motion model might switch from constant speed to constant acceleration, or
to constant first moment of acceleration. In order to obtain such knowledge the
motion estimation system will require too much information on the surrounding
environment and involve private information such as preference of acceleration,
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which will make the system over complex and impractical.
 
(a) Driver may decelerate due to unfore-
seen condition.
 
(b) Drivers having completely dif-
ferent preference in accelerating.
Figure 2.1: Possible scenarios for driver’s behavior.
The coordinate used for vehicle movement is limited to one-dimension for this
simple scenario since we are assuming single lane road. This vehicle is expected
to move with a given velocity vector that indicates vehicle velocity at every 0.1
second in simulation, and thus acceleration during this 0.1 second is considered
constant. The estimator is assumed to always stay in the range of communication.
The extension of the model to a two dimensional model is quite straightforward
except that now one must have a good model of the two dimensional force field
that is applied by the driver, i.e. if the driver swerves, changes lane, etc.
We assume that there exists a constant packet lost rate (due to both error and
interference) for each experiment. In addition, we assume that the measurement
noises for position and velocity are Gaussian, and have their own variance.
y(t) = Ax(t)+n(t)
where y(t) = [dm(t),vm(t)]
T , x(t) = [d(t),v(t),a(t)]T , and n(t) = [nd(t),nv(t)]
T .
The subscript m denotes the measurement. The variances for the noise on the
distance and velocity are based on the errors from the corresponding measurement
devices namely the GPS and speedometers and are fixed at σd = 5 m and σv = 0.3
(m/s) (approximately 1km/h measured by the speedometer).
In order to test this simple scenario we have run 8 experiments with different
settings. Every experiment consists of 100 simulations with random packet lost.
The result of each experiment consists of statistics of all simulations during the
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experiment and estimation result of the 100th simulation. In each simulation, the
information update packets are filtered randomly based on the previously stated
packet lost rate. Only those updates that are considered successful are used in
error correction. A small white noise of variance 0.01 to change the velocity, with
unit in meter per second, is added to the velocity so that there are no simulations
based on exactly same velocity history. In the following chapter we shall intro-
duce widely used vehicle position tracking techniques. Our algorithms and their
experimental results are presented in Chapter 3.
2.2 Overview Of Kalman Filter
The Kalman filter is a recursive filter widely used to estimate the state of a dy-
namic process based on state-space model. Since it has been introduced in [10] it
has been widely used in the areas of engineering such as orbit estimation, radar
tracking, control systems, and signal processing. It is known to be efficient be-
cause it does not need to keep past data and optimum because it minimizes the
mean-squared estimation error.
For the original Kalman filter, the system model of the process to be estimated
is assumed to have following form:
xk =Fkxk−1 +Bkuk +wk
yk =Hkxk + vk
where xk is the state of process at time k, yk is the observation of the state at time
k, Fk is the linear state transition from previous state, Bkuk is how input ukwill
affect the state at time k, Hk is the linear observation model, and wk and vk are the
process noise and observation noise, respectively. The noises are assumed to have
zero mean Gaussian distribution with specific covariance Qwk and Qvk . Based on
these assumptions, the Kalman filter algorithm calculates the predicted state and
its covariance, and then makes an update to the estimate when new observation
corresponding to the estimated state becomes available.
Apart from the most basic form of Kalman filter, there have been many mod-
ified versions developed. One such modification is called Extended Kalman filter
that enables prediction of non-linear process models based on assumption that
current state is given from a function f , and observation is given from another
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function h, and both of them are differentiable functions. Another important de-
rived filter is Ensemble Kalman filter that can process large number of states or
particles by approximating the Kalman filter covariance with sample covariance.
Other modifications of the Kalman filter include making estimation with incom-
plete data. In [6], there has been a study in this problem and the solution is to
simply not make update when the update yk is completely missing.
However, there are some problems in applying Kalman filter to our case. One
particular problem is that we do not have information regarding the change in
vehicle motion models. As stated in Section 2.1, there are three different possible
motion models a particular vehicle might use, and the transition between them are
highly dependent on the driver’s preference and perception of the environment.
Another problem that might make Kalman filter solution difficult is the limitation
of computation power of on-board unit and the large number of vehicles needed
to be estimated.
2.3 Overview Of α−β Trackers
The origin of α−β trackers is from aerospace applications where there is the need
to estimate position and velocity from noisy observations of the current position
that is obtained from radar. [1] It could be said that α − β trackers are special
version of Kalman filter simplified by exploiting the characteristics of the model
it is trying to estimate. It is possible to achieve optimality when designed care-
fully [18] but sub-optimal implementation usually yields good performance and
requires less computation.
An α−β tracker, also known as an α−β filter1, is a filter that does not require
detailed knowledge of the system it is observing. This form of filter is widely used
in radars that has limited resource and assumes constant velocity. In order to have
better tracking result on objects that have constant acceleration instead of constant
velocity, a modified version of the tracker is used, called the α−β−γ tracker2 (or
filter). Although such a tracker is usually suboptimal when compared to Kalman
filters, it has a surprisingly good performance when one considers its simplicity
compared to Kalman filter.
1Another name is the g-h filter.
2There also exists a g-h-k filter which is a slightly modified version of anα − β − γ tracker.
The difference is k = 2γ .
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These filters remain to be one of the important tracking techniques in the radar
industry.
The α − β filter tracks an object in two stages. These two stages are called
prediction stage and estimation stage. In the prediction stage, the position and
velocity of the object is predicted based on previously estimated result:
dp(n+1) = d̂n +T v̂n
vp(n+1) = v̂n
where d̂n and v̂n denote the estimated values at the n-th sampling instant, the
instants being T seconds apart. The subscript p denotes the prediction for the
(n+1)-th sampling instant.
In the estimation stage, the tracker tries to correct prediction error using mea-
sured position with α and β (both could be constant values) as multiplier of the
difference between measurement and prediction and is given by:
d̂n = dpn +α(dmn−dpn)




where the terms with the m subscript denotes the observed data and the subscript
p denotes the predicted data. The values α and β weigh the correction between
the observed data and the predicted data, smaller values imply that the prediction
error has little influence which might be the case when the noise variance is large.
Larger values enable faster tracking or account for greater weight to the prediction
error which is typically the case when the error due to noise is small. Typically
the values are chosen in (0,1).
Clearly, the two steps above do not require knowledge of how motion evolves
or how much error is there in the measurement. The convergence of α−β trackers





3.1 α−β −δ Tracker
In this section we discuss the algorithms that we propose for estimation tailored
to the information pattern in the context of vehicular position-motion estimation
that takes into account the particular constraints imposed by the V2V paradigm.
There exists a significant difference in the traditional α − β tracker setting
and our problem. In traditional α − β trackers, only the position of the object
is available as information update, but thanks to V2V communication we can
use velocity information as well. Using this information, we decided to filter
the update of velocity information using α −β tracker, and another independent
parameter δ for the error correction of position. The equations for such a tracker,
assuming we are making estimate at every ∆t seconds at the observer, are given
by:
Prediction step:




vp(n+1) = v̂n +∆tân
ap(n+1) = ân
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where an denotes the acceleration at the n-th observation point.
Estimation step:
d̂n = dpn +δ (dmn−dpn)
v̂n = vpn +α(vmn− vpn)




We call this filter α − β − δ tracker. Now we have equations for our filter
when there is regular information update. However, we know that there exists a
non-zero packet loss rate due to packet collisions or due to the delays in receiving
packets by the update time. Therefore some of the information packets will not
reach the observer at time of estimation. This means from time to time we need
to be able to estimate without measurement. In order to make some estimate at
times when there is no measurement information update, we treat the prediction
as our estimation, and let the error accumulate until it can be corrected with an
information update. Same technique has been proposed for Kalman filter as well
in [6].
Another problem that may occur and makes error correction in estimation
stage difficult is that the information update might arrive in between two esti-
mates, not exactly at the estimation time. In order to solve this problem we treat
the update packets as following:
1. If the packet has arrived at exactly the same time estimation is taking place,
it is used at the same estimation. In Figure 4 this corresponds to the packet
Tn−1. The information contained in Tn−1 is used for the estimation at time
(m−3)∆t.
2. If the packet has arrived in between two estimation points, it is used at
the immediate following estimation point. In Figure 4 this corresponds to
the packets Tn and Tn+1. The information contained in Tn is used for the
estimation at time (m−1)∆t.
3. If the packet has been lost, like the one transmitted between Tn and Tn+1 in
Figure 4, it will be ignored and the filter will simply regard the estimation
as any other estimation that does not have update.
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Figure 3.1: Possible measurement information update packet arrival scenario.
Now, knowing that the time between two information updates can be larger than
∆t, the inter-estimation time, we need to take this into consideration for the error
correction part where ∆t is used. After all, the reason for dividing by ∆t in the
estimation part is to adjust the error from velocity to acceleration, since velocity is
the integration of acceleration over time. If we do not adjust this division then we
will contribute all velocity errors from several past estimations where update was
not available to the current error correction. Based on this insight, the previously
proposed estimation stage for an is modified as follows:




where N indicates how many multiples of ∆t seconds have passed since last esti-
mation with a valid information update. This allows us to discount the prediction
error from the measurements so that if a large number of packets are lost we dis-
regard the error.





for (t = 0;true;t = t + δ t) {
Last_update_time = Last_update_time + δ t;





If (Estimation_timer ≤ 0) {
If (Received_update) {
Generate α−β −δ using Last_update_time;









3.2 The Parameters α,β ,δ
So far we have discussed how we would make prediction and then obtain the
required estimates. We now discuss how we actually determine the values for α,β
and δ . The position measurement is made through GPS, which has error variance
of 5 meter, and velocity measurement is made by the vehicle itself so the error
variance is much smaller. This means if the difference between the measurement
and prediction is relatively small then it is probably all measurement error and if
it is large then there is error that needs to be corrected. From these observations,
we chose to determine the parameters α,β and δ based on the errors dmn− dpn
and vmn− vpn.
To set the appropriate values for the parameters α and β we use the equations
for critically damped g-h filter in [4]
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α = 1−θ 2
β = (1−θ)2
.
The parameter θ is obtained from the relative values of the observation noise




The value of δ is obtained from:
δ = 1− σd
|dmn−dpn|+σd
The graph below shows the changes in α , β and δ as the error changes:
 
Figure 3.2: Prediction error versus α , β and δ
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3.3 A 4 Parameter Tracker
In the equations for the 3-parameter α,β ,δ tracker it was assumed that the ac-
celeration was constant during the inter-estimate interval ∆t. However because of
packet loss or variable delays, the acceleration could change between the parame-
ter estimation epochs. A similar algorithm can be easily created with assumption
that acceleration a(t) will change during the inter-estimate period, but its deriva-
tive with respect to time dadt remains constant.
This new algorithm performs better than the 3-parameter tracker in cases where
there is high correlation between accelerations within a small period of time. The
prediction and estimation stages are given below.
Prediction step:








ap(n+1) = ân +∆t ˆ̇an
ȧp(n+1) = ˆ̇an
Estimation step:
d̂n = dpn +δ (dmn−dpn)
v̂n = α(vmn− vpn)








We refer to this filter as α −β − γ − δ tracker. Again using equations from
[4] that gives a critically damped g-h-k filter, we obtain relationship between pre-




Figure 3.3: Prediction error vs. α , β ,γ , and δ .
3.4 Experimental Results
8 experiments are performed under different settings, and the results can be found
in Appendix A. Adjusted parameters include correlation among accelerations
within a small period, information update packet loss rate, frequency of estima-
tion, frequency of information update, and if both estimation and information
update are done with certain frequency, the phase shift between them. Note that
our simulation used 0.1 second as smallest interval on the real time discrete clock.
The resulting mean and variance of position, velocity, and acceleration errors are
attached to the end of this report, in the Appendix.
The results 1-4 show that the α − β − δ tracker performs better than the 4-
parameter tracker in normal driving conditions, and α − β − γ − δ tracker per-
forms better when there is high correlation among accelerations and high packet
loss.
When the estimation frequency is reduced from real time to 0.5 seconds and
frequency of information update remains 0.1 seconds, both of the trackers have
degraded performance in general, as it can be found from result 5. This is because
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of the relative long interval between updates.
On the other hand, when the estimation frequency remains 0.1 seconds and fre-
quency of information update is reduced from 0.1 seconds to 0.5 seconds, which
is the setting for result 6, most of the case the mean of the errors only increased
slightly when compared to result 3. There are some exceptions where the error
has a sharp increase, probably due to successive failure in information update that
caused prediction error to build up in between updates. Note that here that the
4-parameter tracker performs better than the 3-parameter tracker because of the
high correlation among accelerations.
In result 7, where both the estimation frequency and frequency of information
update are set to 0.5 seconds, the mean of the errors again only increased slightly
when compared to result 3. The spikes in result 6 no longer exist because there
are much fewer estimations that do not have updates.
In result 8, there are much more error due to the fact that all estimations are
using data that are 0.4 seconds old. This problem could be solved if we resyn-
chronize the phase between update and estimation.
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Chapter 4
Evaluation With More Realistic
Data
In Chapter 3 we have verified that our algorithms will work for one dimensional
motion. In this chapter we shall discuss further evaluation of our algorithms
against data extracted from widely used traffic simulators.
4.1 Tools And Simulators
There are numbers of traffic simulators that can model motion of multiple vehicles
based on user provided conditions available in both open source and commercial
software. In evaluation of our algorithms, we used the OpenStreetMap project to
extract road network information, eWorld to adjust and convert the road network
into XML format, SUMO to read and simulate vehicle motion based on road net-
work XML and traffic flow definition, and OMNeT++ to run application on vehi-
cle on-board unit while communicating with SUMO via TraCI interface. Figure
4.1 gives an overview of how data are generated using these tools and simulators.
In this figure, the square blocks OpenStreetMap and Vehicle flow definition are
the source of data, and blocks with rounded corners are the processes that convert
the data.
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Figure 4.1: From map data and flow definition to simulation
4.1.1 OpenStreetMap
OpenStreetMap, or OSM in short, is an open source project currently hosted by
VR Center for the Built Environment of University College London. The map
data of this project has been built from ground survey result initially, but now
there are contributions from both the government such as the United States and
United Kingdom and commercial companies such as Automotive Navigation Data
and Yahoo! aside from personal contributors. The data from this project is cur-
rently under Creative Commons license but the project is moving on to the Open
Database License, both allow the data to be used freely by the public. For evalua-
tion of our algorithms we have used the map data west of the junction of Interstate
80 and U.S. Route 209 in Pennsylvania, centered approximately at east longitude
75.2637 and north latitude 40.9871.
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Figure 4.2: Region used for simulation
4.1.2 eWorld
eWorld is an open source project to provide a framework to convert map data
from sources including OSM to formats that can be used for road traffic simulators
including SUMO. The advantage in using this software is that it allows user to edit
road information such as speed limit and number of lanes of each edge, presence
of traffic lights and how they would be turned on and off. We used this software
to change the speed limits of the highways I-80 and Route 209, which were not
set in the OSM data and had been assumed as 130 km/h initially, to 100 km/h and
exported the resulting road network to SUMO in XML format. The version used
for this evaluation is release 0.8.3.
4.1.3 SUMO
Simulation of Urban MObility, or SUMO in short, is an open source road traf-
fic simulator package based on microscopic movement model developed by Ste-
fan Krauβ .[7] This simulator package allows user to import road network set-
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tings from both XML files and commercial simulator packages. Simulation is
performed on discrete time steps, and user can specify vehicle movement by ex-
plicitly defining it, specify vehicle flow from source edge to destination edge, or in
random source and destination. This simulator also supports many other features
such as different types of vehicles that have different gas emission and accelera-
tion/deceleration, or whether a vehicle has a routing device. There exist several
extensions to this simulation package, some are now obsolete while others are
kept up-to-date. For evaluation of our algorithms, we used SUMO release 0.11.1,
which simulates in one second per simulation step. We used the tools that came
with this simulator to convert road network files and vehicle flow scenario, and
used this simulator to generate position and velocity of vehicles, which are sent to
OMNeT++ via TraCI interface.
Figure 4.3: Road network used in simulation
4.1.4 OMNeT++
OMNeT++ is an open source simulation framework based on C++ and free for
academic use. It comes with a graphical IDE and supports graphical simulation
that allows user to view flow of packet among network applications. This frame-
work has extensions that allow simulation of specific communication network,
and there is now a project called MiXiM that combines several mobile and wire-
less simulation extensions together. In particular, we used the extension developed
by Christoph Sommer, a project with the name Veins, which stands for Vehicles
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in Network Simulation. This extension provides a skeleton for simulating vehicle
wireless network by outsourcing the simulation of vehicle motion to SUMO and
interacts with it via TraCI interface. By using this extension user may program
vehicle on-board unit as desired without worrying about how to simulate and re-
trieve vehicle data from SUMO simulation. The version used for this evaluation
is OMNeT++ version 4.0 and Veins tracidemo branch released on March 13th,
2010.
4.2 TraCIBroadCast
In addition to the above stated tools and simulators, we have written an application
called TraCIBroadCast to be executed by the on-board unit of all vehicles in the
simulation to collect data required to perform evaluation. This application would
randomize the first position broadcast when the vehicle enters simulation. This
is very important because if all vehicles make position update at exactly same
time then no vehicles would receive any update due to packet collision. Also,
this application would generate a random packet size larger than 100 using the
positive half of Gaussian distribution, with σ equals to half of the default wireless
LAN MAC RTS threshold to represent other periodically generated messages sent
together with position update. Last but not least, this application would record the
TraCI updates, i.e. position update of the vehicle running the application, and the
packets successfully received by this vehicle to text files that will be transformed
to matrices and feed into Matlab.
Figure 4.4 gives an overview of how the simulation of vehicle motion and
wireless transmission are simulated using SUMO, OMNeT++, and the application
programmed by us.
Within the Veins extension, TraCIBroadCast sends/receives packets using mes-
sages sent to and received from the scheduler within OMNeT++ like any other
timed events. The messages are distinguished by checking whether it is a mes-
sage generated by the application itself. This type of message includes timers and
notifications from other part of the application. If the message is not generated
by the application itself then it is considered as packet sent from another appli-
cation, in our case, another vehicle running the TraCIBroadCast application. The
update from TraCI regarding the GPS vehicle position is processed as change no-
tification, which is sent to notification board within the Veins extension instead
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Figure 4.4: Overview of vehicle motion and wireless transmission simulation
of scheduler of OMNeT++. Figure 4.5 shows the exchange of messages among
applications and components in an illustration.
The output generated by TraCIBroadCast are saved with file names “tracelog”,
which we will refer as trace log file, and vehicle ID + “.log”, which we will refer as
packet traffic files. The trace log file includes the position, velocity, and direction
of each vehicle sampled at every TraCI update interval. The packet traffic files
records the packet received at each vehicle, recording the sender, sending time,
and receiving time. For example the file “host[0].log” logs all packets sent to the
vehicle with ID “host[0]” during simulation without collision or any other errors.
The formats of these files are shown in Table 4.1 and 4.2. These outputs are
converted to matrices to be read by Matlab. In upcoming section we shall discuss
details of our simulation settings.
4.3 Road Traffic Simulation Settings
In this section we shall discuss the settings for the simulation of road traffic sim-
ulation.
We defined 11 traffic flows for evaluation, all emitting 10 vehicles one after
another with randomized intervals within the first 1000 simulation steps. Since
we are using 0.1 second per simulation step, this means for each flow the 10
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Figure 4.5: Exchange of messages within OMNeT++
vehicles are injected randomly in the first 100 seconds of simulation. The reason
for limiting to 10 vehicles is to reduce the amount of data, since there will be more
radio transmission to be recorded if the number of vehicles with in transmission
range increase. The reason for limiting their departure time to the first 100 seconds
in simulation is to make sure the vehicles within same flow are relatively grouped
together, so that we can expect more information updates from vehicles running in
same direction and increase chance of collision of packets and busy channel event
when we perform the simulation. The positions of sources and destinations on
the SUMO road network are indicated in Figure 4.6. The combinations of vehicle
flows are listed in Table 4.3. The vehicles are assigned name “host[#]”, where #
is the order of injection into the simulation and has range from 0 to 109.
As stated in the brief introduction to SUMO, the version we are using performs
simulation based on one second per simulation step. Since we are assuming that it
is possible to have more frequent update of position and velocity data, we needed
to reduce the amount of acceleration/deceleration to one hundredth, highest speed
reachable by the vehicle and similarly speed limit of highway to one tenth in
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Trace log file
Format Vehicle ID string
Time stamp float
x 10 digit float
y 10 digit float
Speed 10 digit float
Direction in radian 10 digit float
Separator :
Example
Table 4.1: Format of trace log file
order to simulate position and velocity update of 0.1 second. This means when
we perform position estimation using these data we need to multiply the speed by
ten times to get the actual speed. Table 4.4 shows the acceleration, deceleration,
highest speed and speed limit used.
For the wireless channel setting, we used the values in the sample simulation
within tracidemo branch of Veins. We changed the TraCI update interval setting,
the interval to get next step of SUMO simulation, in the sample to 0.1 second. This
means after OMNeT++ finish simulating the wireless events within 0.1 second it
will use the TraCI interface to tell SUMO to proceed to next simulation step. The
details of wireless settings are listed in Table 4.5.
The vehicle on-board unit is programmed to run TraCIBroadCast that ac-
cepts three options. These options are broadcast interval, early broadcast rate,
and packet error rate. They are set to 0.5 second, 1%, and 10% for high packet
loss, 1% for low packet loss respectively. This means that normally the position
update would be broadcasted 0.5 second after last broadcast, but with 1% proba-
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Packet traffic files
Format Sender ID string
Reception time stamp 10 digit float
Transmission time stamp 10 digit float
Separator :
Example
Table 4.2: Format of packet traffic files
Flow No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Source B B B G G I I C D I L
Destination F H J H J E A A A K J
Table 4.3: Flows of vehicles
bility the next broadcast would happen before the 0.5 second timer expires. This
is to represent other non-periodic messages such as brake warning, etc that might
also transmit the position and velocity of vehicle with it. Once the early broadcast
happened, the following broadcast would come 0.5 second after it. The packet
error rate is to simulate packet collision with transmissions that are generated by
vehicles and other sources not covered in this simulation and other possible com-
munication error due to motion of the vehicle.
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Figure 4.6: Sources and destinations
4.4 Algorithms For More Realistic Conditions
Since in this evaluation we are using vehicle position on a real map, we are facing
some new problems, namely the problem of prediction in 2D. In order to maintain
the simplicity of our filter, we decide to not include any coordinate conversion
system regarding the position and simply use x-y coordinate as supplied by the
SUMO simulation. In order to use common coordinate system for estimation
so that we can add independent noises to x and y direction, we need to divide
speed and acceleration into x direction and y direction as well and treat them
independently. The reason for not using polar coordinate for speed is that the
error correction will need to have a function to correct error in the polar direction,
which may need a more complex motion model than we have assumed in the
beginning. Although there is benefit in using polar representation for speed, we
prefer to maintain the simplicity of our filter. Since SUMO provides speed of the
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Acceleration Deceleration Max Speed Speed Limit
0.026 m/s2 0.045 m/s2 3.33 m/s 3.33 m/s
Table 4.4: SUMO vehicle status
Transmitter Power Radio Bitrate Thermal Noise
2mW 11Mbps -110dBm
Path Loss α SNIR Threshold Radio Sensitivity
1.9 3dB -85mW
Table 4.5: Wireless channel settings
vehicle with the direction it is facing, the division will be done using sine and
cosine.
vx = vo cos(angle_in_rad)
vy = vo sin(angle_in_rad)
In previous description of our algorithms in 3.1, the update is assumed to be
created at the time the packet is transmitted, so we can assume there is no time
difference for the update information when we make error correction. However, as
stated in previous section, the position and motion information are only available
at every 0.1 second, not real time as assumed before. Therefore, we will have
to treat the update information as constant for the 0.1 second until new update
is available. This indicates that when we make error correction, we need to take
into account the delay in the information. That is, we need to make prediction at
the time the update information has been generated and make error correction at
that point, and then make another prediction up to current time when we receive
update. In other words, we are forced to make prediction of about 1 to 2 steps
even when we have update information.
In addition, we have discussed cases where there might be delays and losses of
packets during estimation, but we have not yet covered the case where the estima-
tion would be terminated due to long period of inactivity in the position update.
That is, we need to alter our algorithms so that they will stop estimation once
certain amount of time had passed since last position update has been received.
The following is a pseudo code for our modified α−β −δ tracker, where ∆t rep-
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resents the interval between estimation, δ t represents the smallest interval on the





for (t = 0;true;t = t + δ t) {
Last_update_time = Last_update_time + δ t;





If ((Estimation_timer ≤ 0 && Last_update_time ≤ threshold)
|| Received_update) {
If (Received_update) {
Generate α−β −δ using Last_update_time;
Perform prediction error correction using Current_update up to the
time update was generated;




Assign predicted value to estimate value;
}
Estimation_timer = ∆t;




For evaluation of our algorithms, we use 0.5 second for estimation timer and
0.1 second as smallest interval on the real time discrete clock. The threshold for




The output data given example in Table 4.2 are converted to matrices so that for
each of the vehicles there is a matrix that gives the time stamps of the packets it
received and all the position data are converted to 4 position matrices representing
the x coordinates, y coordinates, speeds, and directions in radian. The packet
traffic matrices are formulated such that every two rows represent the packets from
one of the vehicles. The first row represents the receiving time and the second row
represents the transmission time. Since we need to match the length of each row,
we group the valid time stamps to the columns to the left and pad all rows with -1
except the longest rows to match the length. By doing so, we can quickly count
the number of packets and skip the empty period where there is no packet traffic
using Matlab. The position matrices are formatted so that each row represents one
vehicle and the column indices imply the simulation step. The locations where
the vehicles are not injected yet or exited the simulation are filled with -1. This
way, we can find the position of vehicle at specific time by simply specifying the
coordinate.
After loading these matrices into Matlab we add noises to the data and apply
our tracker to the degraded data. The tracker is assumed to be on all the vehicles
so we perform tracking on all vehicles against any vehicles that have sent at least
two packets to the vehicle. That is, from the packet matrix of one particular ve-
hicle X we make a list of vehicles that have successfully transmitted at least two
packets to vehicle X, and we used this packet availability information to try to
track the vehicles on the list. The detailed procedure is explained in the following
paragraph.
First of all, we multiply the transmission time and receiving time with factor
of 10 to convert it to same unit (0.1 second) as the index of the columns for the
position matrices. Then, we use ceiling function to round up the receiving time of
the packets to make it equal to the discrete time when we are making prediction
and correction, and use floor function to round down the transmission time of
the packets to make it equals to the discrete time the position has been updated.
When the packet transmission time is determined, a new set of data are created
by copying the x and y coordinates and generating speed in x and y direction
using equations in 4.4. Gaussian noises with specified sigma values are created
independently and added to the new set of data at indices where the packet has
been transmitted. This set of data, the packet transmission and reception time, and
the sigma values for the noises are passed to our modified algorithms to generate
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tracking result. When the tracking has been done, the position and velocity errors
are measured by taking average and variance in both x and y direction.
This procedure is repeated for all vehicles that have sent at least two packets
to vehicle X, and the errors are plotted in a graph for this particular vehicle. Since
we have a total of 110 vehicles we will generate 110 such graphs every time we
make a complete tracking experiment.
On side note there is a problem with the data generated by SUMO. That is,











dy(n)+ vy(n)∆t + ∆t
2
2 (vy(n+1)− vy(n))
We have observed that this error is accumulative, and in some cases the dis-
placement between two time steps was even larger than the sum vy(n+ 1)∆t +
∆t2
2 (vy(n+1)−vy(n)) when the vehicle is still accelerating. This is physically im-
possible and against the law of motion. This error can be the result of simulating
the GPS error or can be error measuring the speed (though not very likely), but
since we need a set of data clean of errors for comparison of performance of our
filter algorithms, we regenerate the set of position data by taking the first valid
position as error free initial condition and overwrite all the subsequent position
data using constant acceleration within each simulation step.
4.6 Evaluation Results
Two tracking experiments with ideal conditions are performed to verify the ad-
justed algorithms. Both have the settings that there is no packet loss and infinite
range of transmission, and one of the simulation has 1 meter for sigma of Gaus-
sian position error , 0.06 m/s for sigma of Gaussian velocity error and the other
has 5 meters for sigma of Gaussian position error, 0.3 m/s for sigma of Gaussian
velocity error. All errors are applied for both the x axis and y axis. The average
overall errors of the adjusted α − β − δ tracker for the simulation with smaller
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noise are 0.1198 meters for the position and 0.1334 m/s for the velocity, and for
the larger noise are 0.3724 meters for the position and 0.1655 m/s for the velocity.
The errors of the α−β − γ−δ tracker are of similar values but somewhat larger.
Four additional simulations are performed using the data generated with 10%
packet loss rate and 1% packet loss rate. The resulting errors are listed in Table
4.6. Overall, the average position errors are about half of the sigma values. The
velocity errors tend to be larger than the sigma of the velocity noises because
the absolute values of the errors are not very large so the corrections tend to be
processed by an over-damped filter. Note that the large noise setting has same
sigma values as the experiment done in chapter 3 and the resulting position error
is almost the same.
α−β −δ tracker α−β − γ−δ tracker
Avg pos error 0.5135m 0.5328m
Avg vel error 0.1892m/s 0.2693m/s
(a) 10% packet loss rate with smaller noise
α−β −δ tracker α−β − γ−δ tracker
Avg pos error 0.5029m 0.5203m
Avg vel error 0.1634m/s 0.2323m/s
(b) 1% packet loss rate with smaller noise
α−β −δ tracker α−β − γ−δ tracker
Avg pos error 2.3832m 2.3962m
Avg vel error 0.2918m/s 0.3599m/s
(c) 10% packet loss rate with larger noise
α−β −δ tracker α−β − γ−δ tracker
Avg pos error 2.3862m 2.3992m
Avg vel error 0.2671m/s 0.3261m/s
(d) 1% packet loss rate with larger noise
Table 4.6: Estimation errors
Here the average errors of our 4 parameter tracker are larger than our 3 param-
eter tracker in general. This is because the speed generated by our simulation has
shape similar to the cases in experiments we have where the 3 parameter tracker
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performed better than 4 parameter tracker. Figure 4.7c shows the speed versus
time of one of the vehicle in our evaluation. Figure 4.7a and Figure 4.7b are
from the experiment against our basic algorithms in chapter 3. Figure 4.7a shows
the speed versus time where 3 parameter tracker perform better, and Figure 4.7b
shows the speed versus time where 4 parameter tracker perform better. As it can
be seen from the enlarged view in Figure 4.7d, the speed of the vehicles in our
realistic data tend to change impulsively when compared to Figure 4.7b. Here we
have sampled the speed by every 0.1 second so if the speed has changed more
smoothly then there should have been a concaved curve between 49.8 second and
50.1 second. The reason for having this type of speed can be attributed to the fact
that we do not have the option to simulate the motion of vehicle by 0.1 second
time step. As stated in the introduction of SUMO, the vehicle motion simulator
we have used, there is only the option to simulate vehicle motion in 1 second time
step. In addition, we are simulating in 2D for this evaluation so although we have
modified the vehicle acceleration and deceleration ability to 1/100, there is some
possibility that the vehicle’s turning motion within this 1 second time step can
affect the speed when we divide it into x and y components. For this reason we
conclude that the 3 parameter tracker should perform better than the 4 parameter
tracker in general for this evaluation.
Frequent large gap between two updates compare to the total number of pack-
ets received is the dominating reason for error. This will be especially damaging
when the vehicles are making turns, for example when they are on the ramps at
entrance G or exit H on Figure 4.6. This can be found on the tracking result
of host[8] in Figure B.3 at vehicle number 4 on the graph. Here the number of
received packet from vehicle number 4 is relatively small and yet there was a rel-
atively large average interval between the updates. It is likely that the vehicle is
accelerating when the gap happens, or it is still accelerating when the last update
is received, and so our trackers keep adding the acceleration without error correc-
tion. On the other hand, if the vehicle is driving on the smoother part, such as the
part from entrance I to exit E, the errors can still be bounded in relatively small
region. This can be found in the case of host[0] in Figure B.1. Here although
vehicle 9 has the largest interval without update, the position errors are still well
bounded when compare to the error of vehicle 11. In general, the amount of error
in position depends on how many updates are received, and the amount of error in
velocity depends on how close the update intervals are. By looking at Figure B.2,
the position errors of vehicles 1, 2, 4-5 are closer to the average of overall posi-
tion errors, and the variances of these vehicles are also small. However, for other
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vehicles the number of packets is much smaller so the errors tend to have more
variations. Vehicle 6 is an exception because it is making a turning motion when
the gap happens, and it is very hard for current algorithms to make prediction of
continuous turning motion when there is no update at the moment of turning. On
the same graph, the errors of the speeds tend to be larger for those who have large
interval between updates, that is, vehicle 2 and 6. Looking at the graph one may
notice that the velocity errors for vehicles 7 and larger are very small even when
the total number of packets are limited. This can be the result of vehicles running
on the opposing direction of the highway and having reached steady speed.
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(a) Vehicle speed with low correlation in acceleration
change


































(b) Vehicle speed with high correlation in acceleration
change

































) Speed in x direction
Speed in y direction
(c) Speed of one of the vehicle generated in more re-
alistic setting


































Speed in x direction
Speed in y direction
(d) Enlarged view of 4.7c
Figure 4.7: Comparison of Vehicle Speed
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Chapter 5
Conclusions And Future Work
In this thesis, we have defined a problem in estimating vehicle position with a
view point from the wireless network perspective. Two trackers based on the
techniques of α − β trackers are developed and tested in simulation. From the
experimental results we notice that these trackers perform very well considering
its simplicity. We have seen that it can tolerate certain amount of packet losses
and low information update rate, as well as under specific type of setting one of
the two trackers may perform better than the other. One important observation
from the experimental results is the importance of synchronization of information
update and estimation, so that there will be less estimation without correction and
guarantee of fresh information for correction.
In addition, we have used widely used traffic simulators to generate data sets in
order to evaluate the performance of our tracker against more realistic condition.
From these data we perform experiments using slightly adjusted versions of our
trackers. In these adjusted versions we are forced to make predictions of about 0.1
to 0.2 seconds after we make correction, due to the way the position information
is sampled and the transmission. In general, we achieve same performance for the
position error when the noise settings are equivalent, and showed that if the noises
to the observed data can be reduced then our tracker can perform even better.
This means if the GPS readings and speed measurements can be processed by
the transmitting vehicle then the receiving vehicle need not have a very complex
tracker system to predict the future position in condition where packet loss may
happen. On the other hand, our adjusted version of tracker converted the polar
representation of speed and direction to x and y components, which is shown to
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have trouble estimating turning motion, such as the entrance ramp G on Figure
4.6. This is because we only have accelerations in x-y coordinate so when there
is no update our estimation result is the vehicle driving more or less in a straight
line when the vehicle is actually making a turn. This weakness can be resolved
in at least two ways, by converting the coordinate system or by using data fusion
method.
5.1 Coordinate Conversion System
Further development for our trackers may include coordinate conversion system
to improve performance in 2D or even 3D tracking of the vehicle. To do so we
will develop new state-space equations for the motion of vehicle possibly in polar
coordinate. This means each vehicle are assumed to provide a unique set of co-
ordinate that the vehicle itself finds best to estimate its own motion, and transmit
this coordinate with offsets to convert back to global coordinates. For instance,
the vehicles in Chapter 4 used polar coordinates for their speeds and directions,
so we expect to have a more precise estimation result when we use a improved
tracker that can estimate the polar speeds and accelerations and apply the result to
position estimate. We will also need to find new method to complement the errors
in different coordinates, but this approach shall give us a tracker that can estimate
continuous turning motion more accurately.
5.2 Data Fusion
Another direction of our trackers can go to is the data fusion techniques. This
means we will develop methods to add data to the processors of the transmitting
vehicle and possibly reduce our tracker to 1D + α only. For example, we can
make the transmitting vehicle to recognize which road it is on and which lane it is
on, so that it will only need to transmit the ID of the edge it is on the road network
with the 1D position relative to the end of the edge, speed along the edge, and the
probability it will switch to another lane based on the yaw rate of the vehicle. This
approach will allow us to estimate the vehicles as if they are mostly running on
a single lane with speed changes only. The lane changing part can be estimated
as if the vehicle is driving across two lanes and how much the vehicle has shifted






Figure A.1: Simulation result of low correlation, packet loss rate: 0.25, estima-
tion made every 0.1 seconds, information update attempted every 0.1 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.2: Simulation result of low correlation, packet loss rate: 0.75, estima-
tion made every 0.1 seconds, information update attempted every 0.1 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.3: Simulation result of high correlation, packet loss rate: 0.25, estima-
tion made every 0.1 seconds, information update attempted every 0.1 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.4: Simulation result of high correlation, packet loss rate: 0.75, estima-
tion made every 0.1 seconds, information update attempted every 0.1 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.5: Simulation result of high correlation, packet loss rate: 0.25, estima-
tion made every 0.5 seconds, information update attempted every 0.1 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.6: Simulation result of high correlation, packet loss rate: 0.25, estima-
tion made every 0.1 seconds, information update attempted every 0.5 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.7: Simulation result of high correlation, packet loss rate: 0.25, estima-
tion made every 0.5 seconds, information update attempted every 0.5 seconds, no
phase shift between estimation and update.
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Figure A.8: Simulation result of high correlation, packet loss rate: 0.25, estima-
tion made every 0.5 seconds, information update attempted every 0.5 seconds,




Figure B.1: Host[0] 10% packet loss rate with smaller noise
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Figure B.2: Host[1] 10% packet loss rate with smaller noise
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Figure B.3: Host[8] 10% packet loss rate with smaller noise
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